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In the April issue of the Journal of the Southern

California Dental Association you will find two

articles by Dr . Lucien A. Bavetti ("Sugar-Natural or
Refined" and "Food Faddism") with an editorial

on them entitled "Debunk and 'D' Truth" by Dr. J .
C . A. Harding .

Both of these worthy gentlemen seem to be ignor-
ant of the basic principles of nutritional science .

To get all the cards on the table, let me set up a

few principles that I defy any authority to twist,to

use as a measuring stick to see how far these fel-

lows have departed from the established facts and

principles .

1 . All animal life including man, must depend

upon organic foods elaborated by the plant kingdom .

The plant and its symbionts build up inorganic

materials, minerals, air and carbon dioxide by the

aid of the sun's energy into the tremendously com-

plex foods all animal and human life absolutely de-

pend on for its existence ; animal and human life
being the opposite of plant life in that instead of

building up inorganic materials into organic, it

reverses this process and breaks down the organic

compounds into simpler ones and releases the en-

ergy they contain for their support and activity .

All this was designed and consumated long before

MAN was aware of the process, and who is just now

becoming somewhat aware of the complex patterns

of its operation .

These organic foods are like charged electric

batteries, the energy they contain can be released

by the animal cell and the energy put to work . When

a horse draws a plow, he is uaing this energy . When

we use our muscles, we are releasing the energy of

the SUN, put into the food'we eat by the sun's rays .

When we think, we are using this same energy in

another way .

2 . All foods are complexes, of almost infinite

variety and form. They are LIVING MECHANISMS,

not inert chemicals .

Proteins are the living fractions of plant or an-

imal cells, incapable of supporting human or animal

life if destroyed by heat or otherwise .

Fats are complex assemblies that contain not
only fuel, but also vital vitamins and phospholipids,

many of which are incomprehensible to the chemist

because they are again, complex mechanisms, not

chemicals, just as a watch is a mechanism, not a

piece of brass, but to the chemist would be crudely

categoried as "organized brass" . Yes, organized to

do a job, that of keeping time . Organic foods are

organized to keep our brains functioning as well as

to keep us warm. A chemist might as well try to

make a synthetic watch out of brass without the

assistance of a watchmaker, as for him to try to

make a synthetic food without the assistance of the

plant kingdom .

Carbohydrates are just as complex, in fact no

natural carbohydrate is found without accompanying
natural fats, vitamins, and phospholipids,essential

to its use by man.

Vitamins and minerals are in plant tissues parts

of enzyme systems, and enzymes are the living mech-

anisms of the cell . To remove one single component-

say ascorbic acid- and call it a vitamin is asinine

in its concept, for every vitamin is again a complex

of partners and Synergists .

No victim of malnutrition is ever deficient in

one such chemical . He will be deficient in a whole

array of factors, for if he has used refined foods he

will be deficient in dozens of single factors that

might be described by a chemist who has invest-

igated food composition . But only a NUTRITIONIST

who has studied food reactions in the human sub-

ject could act intelligently in setting up a remedial

diet, and synthetic chemicals would have no place

in his recommendations, for chemicals are NOT

FOOD. As before, only a watchmaker can correct

malfunctions in a watch, not the chemist who might

know all about its COMPOSITION, and who might

not even know what the actual function of the

watch might be .

Foods only become CHEMICALS after they have

been taken apart, each component carefully puri-
fied, any impurities still left carefully assayed and

put on the label . A chemical must be of KNOWN

COMPOSITION. To assay every food before use to

convert it into a chemical would destroy its useful-

ness as a food, just as a watch after the chemist

has taken it apart is no longer a watch, but still the
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SAME MATERIAL, chemically

Drs . Harding & Bavetti would have us believe :

There is nothing wrong with synthetic foods .

Natural sweets are just as bad as refined sweets

in causing dental caries .

Natural and refined foods are of equivalent
value, nutritionally .

As to the first statement--if synthetic food is

capable of supporting life, we no longer need the

plant kingdom in all its complexity to support us .

Synthetic "foods" are in general, vicious and in-

sulting counterfeits . What are a few? Hydrogenated

fats, oleo, phony "vegetable" shortenings, all hy-

drogenated oils that should be called "DEATH
FOODS" by law, because they cannot possibly act

as natural fat does . In careful tests on rabbits,

chickens and human subjects, these hydrogenated
"DEATH FOOD" fats caused a great rise in blood

cholesterol, where honest unrefined vegetable oils

REDUCED the blood cholesterol . WHAT IS THE SIG-

NIFICANCE OF A HIGH BLOOD CHOLESTEROL?
Simply that it helps to bring on heart disease and
sudden death .

Another synthetic food used to dilute and adult-

erate many real foods is GLUCOSE (corn sugar,dex-

trose). It,like hydrogenated fats, has no food value,

unless you consider calories alone food, which I do

not . Who ever needs calories alone? You cannot eat
calories alone without cheating yourself of the min-

erals and vitamins that normally should accompany

those calories, and furthermore, you no doubt are

trying to get nutrition without calories alone ; for the

universal disease, if there is one, is overweight, the

doctors tell us caused by too many calories .

And about natural sweets--Dr . Weston A. Price

once related in a letter to me how an island colony

had no tooth decay, though they almost lived on

sugar cane. But after a sugar refinery was set up

they developed the same universal tendency to tooth

decay we see here . . The tests reporte'cl by Dr .
Bavetti were not honest tests ; refined foods were a

part of the food pattern of the persons invdved .

Sugar cane juice cannot stop tooth decay if the vict-

im is eating white bread. Dr . Pottenger in his famous

cat tests found pasteurized milk still caused arth-
ritis, loss of teeth, gastric ulcers, etc ., regardless
of raw meat feeding. Crooked tests like this are a

part and parcel of the counterfeit food racket . I
could write a book about the gimmicks used to create

false results . "Figures don't lie, but liars figure" .

Now, about Natural vs. Refined foods, in gen-
eral . Our worst offender is refined cereals, white

flour, etc . . Flour has had its germ removed--WHY?

Because the oil in the germ goes rancid in a few

days, destroys the flavor, and in fact, renders stale

whole wheat flour with its rancid oil a poison in-

stead of a food . Rancid oils act to cause muscular
dystrophies, heart disease and various kinds of

nerve paralysis . Cereal oils go rancid in a very
short time after the grain is crushed or ground .That

is why no bread can be wholesome unless made from
fresh flour. That is why animals will not eat the

stale cereal foods we use, unless starved into the
necessity . On top of this we eat flour and bread

bleached with a vicious chemical, an oxidizing

agent that hastens rancidity and that converts part

of the vitamin fraction of the cereal into a poison

that specifically causes diabetes . (All bleaches

convert xanthine into alloxan .)

It is a first principle of all pure food laws that
the addition of any poison, regardless of the small-

ness of the amount, to any food or drink is a crimin-
al violation of law. The U. S. Supreme Court has

concurred in this . STILL, WE ARE FORCED TO
EAT SUCH FOODS .Why? Simply because such crea-

tures as Dr. Harding and Dr. Bavetta spout off with

such weasel words as you will find in the articles

in question, as the mouthpieces for their profession-
al society .

For forty years we were fed in our bt3tter tons

and tons of the vicious carcinogenic agent BUTTER

YELLOW. No doubt that is an important reason why

cancer is more prevalent in countries where the

most of this, "butter yellow", carcinogenic butter
and yellow cheese were eaten . As far as I have

been able to discover, butter yellow was never

made for any other important purpose by the coal

tar industry . Every ounce of the butter so colored

with cancer-causing coal tar dye was colored for

the purpose of deceiving the buyer of the butter

as to its quality . Every ounce was a criminal

fraud, intended to get money by false pretences .

Even if the most harmless of dyes were used, it

would still be a criminal fraud. The buyer is en-

titled to get what he pays for . The highly colored

spring butter from cows getting new grass always

commanded a higher price, so the butter industry
decided it would make all butter look as"nice0°.

"They Didn't Know the Gun Was Loaded" . But
the victims were just as dead as if killed by a
robber's gun .. In this case it WAS a "ROBBER'S"
GUN .

The apologizers for the counterfeit food mak-

ers always deny that we have any deaths in this
country from food deficiencies . They refuse to ad-
mit that our 700,000 ddaths from heart disease can

be due to white flour and refined sugar and syn-

thetic fats, even though countries that do not get

these foods do not have these diseases . Along
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with poliomyelitis, only in countries eating DEATH
FOODS do we have these deaths .

• I cannot believe that the executive management

of the American Dental Association and the Am-

erican Medical Association is unaware of these

basic facts .

The truth is evident to any doctor who takes

the trouble to record the heart sounds of almost

any person . Evidences of degenerative changes in

the way of valve leakage, muscular incoordination,

muscular degeneration, fibrillation, skipping beats,

split sounds, disappearance of the second sound

and many other aberrations are common, which us-

ually improve or disappear on the administration

of a few tablets of natural vitamin concentrates of

the cereal germ vitamins. There can be no argu-

ment about the whole matter . If the 700,000 people

who die each year could have been reached by

these tests, there is no question that 90% could

have been saved.

It is this counter-publicity by such stooges as

Drs. Harding & Bavetti that stops the doctors and

their patients from knowing that they are suffering

from a simple form of starvation, and that their
condition is easily treated by better food .

~ Dr. Bavetti remarks that patients become vict-

ims of "quacks and food-faddists" after their

doctor has told them that they have an incurable

disease, and that "I am sorry,there is nothing that

we can do about it" .

The real quack here is the medical man who is

not permitted to tell his patient that he is starving

to death. (Medical treatment anyway is the cult

that is obsessed with the idea that most disease

can be treated with poisons--do not forget that the

official definition of a medicine is that it first

must be a poison . See Foundation Report 26A) .

That is a part of the whole essential principle of

the control exercised over the medical and dental

professions by the food industry racketeers, and

for whom Drs . Harding and Bavetti are mouthpieces .

As I write this I note in the St . Louis "Globe-

Democrat"(Oct . 10, 1955) that Dr . W. S. Priest ,

President of the American College of Cardiology,

at the meeting of the St . Louis Academy of General

Practitioners announced that the cause of heart

disease is the building up of fat molecules into

large sizes that causes blocking and clotting in

blood vessels . He said: "When we find out how to

homogenize these fat molecules of the human

0
blood we will have the answer"

And in the Kansas City "Star" of October 18

Dr . William Dock tells us too much fat in the diet

is the cause of the "arteriosclerosis that accounts

for so many heart attacks, brain strokes, and kid-

ney failures" .

These men have not heard that it is the phosp-

holipids in natural vegetable oils that absol-

utely prevent any such building up of large fat

molecules . All phospholipids are emulsifying ag-

ents,"homogenizers", that promote the transport of

cholesterol and other fatty materials in the body

fluids. Without a proper supply of these phosp-

holipids, cholesterol and fats cannot remain in sus-

pension, cause gall-stones as well as the heart

disease etc . here listed by the best medical author-
ities, who are so abysmally ignorant in nutritional

science, and who never would admit that the syn-

thetic shortenings and oleo we are criminally swind-

led with are the basic cause of the appalling in-

cidence of heart disease, so peculiar to America.

A most remarkable piece of dishonesty is Dr .

Bavetti's claim that soil deficiencies do not matter--
crops and milk from cows fed poor feed may have no

less nutritional value than those produced on the
most fertile soil . This idea is also being promoted

by other men who certainly should know better--Dr .

Maynard at Cornell for one . They get away with this

lie by citing tests on milk showing the same chem-

ical content regardless of the feed given to the cow .

But they say nothing about the fact that the cow robs

her body to maintain milk quality. Cows in Florida
where the soil is the worst, live only one-fourth as

long as if fed better feed. It requires carefully plan-
ned crookedness to weasel these facts, I would say .
Then Dr. Bavetti cites all the Government,authorities

to show where "reliable" information can be obtained :
Sure! write to the Food & Drug Adm .' Who is the ex-
ecutive director? The vice president of a leadiug

DEATH FOOD flour milling company in Minneapolis .
Certainly, he will see that you are properly informed

to shorten your life by adding to his volume of busi-

ness. He will warn you against "food faddists" who

do not believe in counterfeit foods, being in the

counterfeit business himself . He will nottell you

that in Germany a few years ago when it was foufid

that flour bleaches destroyed Vitamin E, the pract-
ice was quickly stopped. He will NOT tell you that
our own U. S. Supreme Court in 1918 said that flour

bleaching was a criminal act, a violation of the Fed-

eral Pure Food Law, and that his job is to see that

the law is not enforced . .I imagine about thirty million
deaths can be directly charged against these care-

ful planners of propaganda against " health food
quacks" . The Southern California Dental Associa-

tion should be a little less than proud of these Judas

front-men for the counterfeit food industry. Dr . Pick-
erill in 1911 said that all dental disease was a

result of the use of counterfeit foodstuffs .Arethe,y

underwriting more business for themselves by support-
ing these food crooks ?

Drs. Harding and Bavetti may not like these

plain words, but when they call believers in honest
natural foods "quacks and faddists" the quacks and
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faddists are entitled to a public hearing to find out

exactly WHO is a quack and what makes him tick .

The billions of dollars invested in counterfeit food

rackets seem to be quite well in control of both the

AMA and its aping sister, the ADA. The AMA has

quite a history of criminal activity . Do not forget it

was fined for trying to set up a monopoly of med-

icine and surgery in Washington D. C . a few years

back, and was later again convicted on the State

level for the same offence in the State of Washington .

(Ask for my free reprint of booklet by U. S. Asst .
Atty . General Thurman Arnold "Why We are Prose-
cuting the AMA" ; or the fr.ee reprint of Dr . H. A .
Wiley's summary of his conclusions showing how the
Food & Drug Adm. is protecting the crooked food

maker instead of protecting the people-- Special Re-

print 11-50 "The History of a Crime Against the

Food Law" .)

Copies of this article, and the above two booklets,

available on request from Royal Lee, D .D .S ., Box
267, Elm Grove, Wisconsin .

HOW COUNTERFEIT FOODS PRODUCE DEFECTIVE OFFSPRING - THE PRICE WE PAY FOR OUR COMP LAISANT

ACCEPTANCE OF THE PROPAGANDA PUT OUT BY FOOD RACKETEERS .

Test animals subjected to deficient diets give birth

to offspring having deformities "similar to those that

occur in humans", cleft palate, harelip, clubfoot, miss-

ing bones or fingers, or excess numbers of fingers or

toes, as well as "deformities of heart, blood vessels,

bones, brains, eyes, kidneys and sex organs . "
( Science News Letter, Jan . 28,1956 . )

This article goes on to say that there is no evi-

dence that humans encounter such severe deficiencies

as these test animals were subjected to . This I em-

phatically differ with. The fact that human mothers DO

give birth to offspring having these exact deformities

seems reason enough to suspect the same cause . Plus

the fact that many mothers actually live on refined foods
and soft drinks entirely,while pregnant, not knowing the

penalty for their indifference to the facts of life . They
are sublimely indifferent to the obvious axiom that YOU

CANNOT MAKE SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHING .

The above article winds up with this statement
"The mother test animals did not suffer despite the
effect on the young. They gained in weight and re-
mained in good health throughout the experiments" .

For more on this subject, write for my lecture re-
prints on the subject "Unfitting The Unborn", free on
request .

"NATURE WILL NEVER LET YOU DOWN - IF YOU ARE INTELLIGENT ENOUGH TO BE FAITHFUL ."
-EDWARD YEOMANS .

Edited by Royal Lee
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THE STATEMENTS HEREIN MAY NOT AGREE WITH CURRENTLY ACCEPTED MEDICAL OPINION .

NEVERTHELESS, THE PUBLISHER BELIEVES THEM SOUND .
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